
Introduction
On December 27, 2023, the DMI Engineering College hosted a vibrant Alumni Meet, welcoming 78 

esteemed alumni members. The event commenced with warm greetings from the College 

Administrator Rev.Sr.I Arokiamary and Principal Dr.A.Albert Raj, extending a heartfelt welcome to all 

attendees. The occasion featured insightful speeches from the Principal and Administrator, highlighting 

the college's growth and achievements.

In an era of virtual connectivity, several alumni joined the gathering online, fostering a global reunion. 

The program unfolded with a lively game that engaged all members, showcasing their active 

participation and camaraderie. The event culminated in a delightful lunch where alumni shared 

memories, experiences, and rekindled connections, making the Alumni Meet a memorable and 

cherished occasion for all
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Alumni of DMIEC along with the Staff members on 27th December 23

"Reunions are not just gatherings; they are echoes of shared moments, chapters revisited, and the 
unwavering spirit of an alma mater echoing through the laughter and stories of its alumni."



The Events

Lunch @ Royal restaurant

1.  Registration

2.  Inaugural Address by DMI Officials

3.  Alumni Talk (Online)

4.  Alumni Talk - Physical Mode

5.  Dance by DMI Students

6.  Games for Alumni

7.  Photo Shoot

8.  Lunch



Conclusion

Conclusion

In conclusion, the Alumni Meet held on December 27, 2023, at DMI Engineering College was not 

merely an event but a heartfelt celebration of shared history, enduring connections, and the collective 

spirit that defines our alma mater. As the echoes of laughter, memories, and renewed friendships 

lingered in the air, it became evident that our bonds transcend time and distance. The warmth and 

enthusiasm exhibited by the 78 alumni who graced the occasion, both in person and virtually, 

underscored the enduring legacy of our institution. With gratitude for the past and a shared vision for 

the future, we bid farewell to this remarkable reunion, knowing that the spirit of our DMI family lives on 

in the hearts of each alum, forever connected by the ties that bind us


